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 fireworks cs5 + cs6.6 adobe after effects adobe creative suite asus enterprise graphics suite z-3D photo studio office 2003
quicktime player 6 apple autoCAD autocad 2010 corel draw vectorworks 4.0 windows live photo gallery windows live movie
maker macromedia lightroom xnview 2.7 nexuiz photo editing studio zbrush 4.0 Computer Characteristics and Limitations

Computer is general term for machines (personal, small, portable, and large) used to accomplish certain operations and
processes, or to store and retrieve information. Mainly computer use devices that allow you to create, process, store, retrieve,

and manipulate information. It is common thing in most of the offices that you use a computer. Computer Characteristics •It is
something that you can work with the information that is being stored in the computer. •It is a machine that can store

information, retrieve, and display it. •It is a network that is linked to a series of other computers. •It is a machine that can be
used by multiple users. •It is used to create, process, store, and retrieve information. •It can be used to play games. •It can be
used for word processing, spreadsheets, graphic arts, presentations, and more. •It is an application that is being used by a user

that allows the user to perform their work. •It is the most common way of communicating information. •It is the most important
aspect of our life. Limitations •Computer is not reliable. •It can get damaged by virus. •It can break down and has to be

replaced. •It cannot do any work if the power supply is missing. •It has high electricity bills. •It is time-consuming. •It can easily
corrupt the information. •It cannot repair and repair itself. •It cannot do anything if it crashes. •It can't be touched. •It cannot be

upgraded. •It can crash at any 82157476af
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